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New Stacer 449 and 469 Nomads
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Compact new side console fishers with beefed up hulls, improved seating and
storage
If you’re into fishing and exploring the waterways, Stacer says its newly designed Nomad range
has a boat for you.
The big aluminium brand has released two brand new models — the 449 (opening photo) and 469
(second photo) — to add to its already extensive Nomad line-up including the 489, 509, 539 and
579 models.
The Nomad fleet now features 4mm bottom sheets and 3mm top side sheets across the range,
making these handy-sized boats stronger and even more at home on back-country roads and
exploring secret fishing spots.
The new standard Sports Side Console has a modern sporty look with more dash space allowing
for larger sounders and electronics to be fitted, adds Stacer.
The boats have also been designed with plenty of room to take your mates fishing, with an extra
seat spigot added to the front casting platform taking the total to four seating positions for
maximum fishability.
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Stacer National Account Manager Drew Jackson said the Nomad range has always been a
favourite among anglers and the new features are sure to keep it this way.
"Fishos will love the new features like the new Shark Carpet which is soft underfoot and provides
excellent grip," adds Jackson.
"We have extended the range of Nomads to offer better variety to our customers and now with so
many sizes available across the range there is a model to suit every lifestyle and budget.
"The Nomads offer great value for money with so many features coming as standard including
carpeted floors, Bimini and envelope and four rod holders," Drew says.
For more information on the Nomad range or the entire Stacer range visit www.stacer.com.au.

Read the latest Boatsales Network news and reviews on your mobile, iPhone or PDA at the
Boatsales Network's mobile site. Or download the App for smartphone and tablet.
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Prices and specifications supplied are for the market in Australia only and were correct at time of first publication.
boatsales.com.au makes no warranty as to the accuracy of specifications or prices. Please check with manufacturer or
local dealer for current pricing and specifications.
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